Peer critique and evaluation plan review
CS344 W11 Workshop

November 15, 2017
**Today**: You’ve spent a week on med-fi prototyping and developing an evaluation plan for that prototype. Now you’ll get feedback on that work.

**Next week**: Finish med-fi prototype and run study so you can analyze and write over the next week.

**Long term**: Run a tight study on your med-fi prototype and say something concrete and data-driven about your design.
For the presenter, remember to:

1. Describe your interface topic, briefly
2. List your evaluation goals. If changed from W10, summarize modifications.
3. Describe your prototypes conceptual and interface design
4. Demonstrate what the prototype does so far (i.e. screens, functions implemented)
5. Questions for the group and/or areas you would like feedback on

For the audience, remember to take notes on:

- What you liked
- Any questions you may have
- Criticism, be sure to be constructive, justify your reasoning
Peer critique

Timing

- 6 minutes for presentation, 2 mins question, you will get a 1 minute warning for both

Next team, be ready to do a quick changeover.
Peer critique

Team order
Design reviews

Rest of today:
- Keep working on your prototype
- Incorporate relevant feedback from the peer critique
- Design review today
- Focus on presenting your evaluation plan

Team order:
- ??:
- ??: